Applicability of dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) in electronic devices relies upon the understanding and control of their magnetic anisotropy. This paper explores one of the ways in engineering magnetic anisotropy in epitaxial layers of DMS by forming them into magnonic structures. For this purpose the canonical ferromagnetic DMS, namely (Ga,Mn)As, is employed. The anti-dot systems based on (Ga,Mn)As layers of various thicknesses are fabricated with focused ion beam apparatus and studied by means of microscopy as well as magnetometry. The magnetometric data -collected along two nonequivalent in-plane crystallographic directions of (Ga,Mn)As: [110] and [110] -shows the effect of structuring on high-field magnetization process, whereas no significant change of the width of hysteresis loop in anti-dot samples is observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ever since the fabrication of ferromagnetic layers of dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) was mastered, 1 it was suggested that these materials were suitable for applications in future electronic devices.
2, 3 The success of DMS-based approach to electronics is dependent on two conditions: pushing Curie temperature (T C ) of ferromagnet-to-paramagnet transition in DMS well above 300 K and controllable engineering of magnetic anisotropy in such materials.
First of these tasks witnessed remarkable progress, mainly due to post-growth annealing of epitaxially grown DMS, with the highest observed Curie temperature being slightly below 200 K. [4] [5] [6] Presently, one may notice some slowing down in pursuit of the above-room-temperature T C , whereas the methods other than annealing are exercised, e.g. harnessing proximity effects in hybrid structures involving DMS and robust metallic ferromagnets. 7 The engineering of magnetic anisotropy in ferromagnetic DMS was preceded by long and extensive studies of native magnetic anisotropy in such materials and in (Ga,Mn)As specifically. 8 Only very recently the puzzle of the uniaxial in-plane component of the magnetic anisotropy in (Ga,Mn)As has been solved, when the role of Mn-Mn pairs and uneven distribution of their orientations along [110] or [110] directions has been elucidated.
9
One should emphasize here the importance of understanding and control of the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy: any functional electronic unit, which operation is based on switching the magnetization in bi-stable manner, is ultimately dependent on such 2-fold symmetry of magnetic properties.
In order to move beyond the native features of magnetic anisotropy in DMS, different approaches were pursuit, including those employing strain or proximity effects. 10, 11 In this report yet another approach is proposed, the one applying magnonic crystal paradigm to
DMS.
12 Magnonic crystals (or wider: magnonic structures) are the nano-and micro-engineered systems in which the periodic modification of magnetic properties induces specific, qualitatively new properties and phenomena, 13, 14 to mention only magnetic anisotropies of exotic symmetries, 15, 16 preferred propagation directions or localization of spin waves, 17, 18 or frequencyselective suppression of magnons (so called magnonic gap). 19, 20 The aim of this study is to check for the feasibility of modification of the in-plane magnetic anisotropy in (Ga,Mn)As, and its uniaxial component in particular, by means of the magnonic structuring of epitaxially-grown DMS layers.
II. SAMPLES AND METHODS
Samples for this study were deposited on a (001) GaAs semi-insulating substrate by means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). High temperature GaAs buffer was grown at 600℃, whereas low temperature GaAs buffer and (Ga,Mn)As layer of interest were deposited at 250℃ in order to introduce about 5% of Mn into the latter film. No layer was annealed after the growth. This process resulted in spontaneous magnetization of the as-grown, unstructured layers in the range of 12-20 emu/cm 3 . Thickness d of the ferromagnetic (Ga,Mn)As was varied between 12 and 44 nm. After the growth, a pair of rectangular samples being in the immediate proximity was cut from each layer. From now on in this paper the term "layer" will be used with respect to a product of MBE process having given thickness, while the term "sample" will refer to a piece cut from a given layer. Such a pair of samples was hereafter regarded as almost identical from the viewpoint of their magnetic properties and validity of this assumption was checked in magnetometric measurements. Then in each pair of samples the sets of periodically placed anti-dots in the form of 1 µm by 5 µm rectangular trenches were etched with focused ion beam (FIB) method, with longer edge of the rectangle along either [110] or [110] axis of GaAs (see Fig. 1 ). Depth of the anti-dots was varied between 7 and 12 nm for (Ga,Mn)As layers of different thickness.
Samples with fabricated anti-dots were subsequently investigated by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Typical results are shown in Fig. 2 . The former method revealed good resemblance of etched lattices to the intended pattern, while the latter techniques brought the estimate for roughness of the trenches at about 1 nm. One should also note that in few cases SEM data revealed some redeposition of the etched material on the top of studied samples.
Finally the samples underwent magnetometric studies in a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). For the main purpose of this report the saturation curves were recorded, i.e. dependencies of magnetization M on the applied field H from 0 to 70 kOe. The measurements were carried out at room (300 K) and low (5 K) temperatures T , with the external magnetic field applied along either [110] or [110] crystallographic directions, which are also the cleaving edges of GaAs. In addition to these data the hysteresis curves were collected in the narrower span of magnetic fields between −10 and 10 kOe as well as temperature-dependent remnant magnetization curves were recorded at the very low field of 50 Oe.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
(Ga,Mn)As layers fabricated for the purpose of this report were ferromagnetic, as evidenced by M -vs-T data presented in Fig. 3 . The observed Curie temperature of ferromagnet-to-paramagnet transition was in the range of 80-120 K, depending on the layer. For the thickest layer of this study, d = 44 nm, the Curie point is very well pronounced, confirming good control of the growth process. In the case of thinnest layer, d = 12 nm, the collected data do not form the curve expected for the ferromagnet-to-paramagnet critical phenomena and the transition is much more diffused yet undoubtedly visible. Virtually zero magnetic moment seen in Fig. 3 for temperatures above 120 K suggests no significant contribution from MnAs clusters that remain ferromagnetic up to room temperature. This observation was corroborated by reflection high-energy electron diffraction patterns, which -observed during MBE process -confirmed good quality of deposited (Ga,Mn)As layers. At room temperature, i.e. far above the Curie point of studied layers, no spontaneous magnetization of (Ga,Mn)As is expected although non-zero magnetic polarization can be induced by applying high external magnetic field. Also, there will be no effect of native magnetic anisotropy of (Ga,Mn)As at such conditions, thus any dependence on the direction of the applied field should be accredited to the influence of the anti-dot structuring. In Fig. 4 the magnetization curves for one of the layers influenced by the elevated magnetic fields is presented. The data (collected from the initially magnetized state) were corrected for the unavoidable diamagnetic contribution from substrate and buffers, and then normalized to the saturation value, since at H > 40 kOe the magnetic moment was roughly constant after correction. The left panel shows two curves gathered for the same sample but for different orientations of the external field with respect to the anti-dots, whereas the right panel contains data collected from different samples of the same layer and at the same direction of H with respect to fabricated pattern. One can easily notice a dependence of the "rate" of magnetization process, i.e. of the slope of M -vs-H curve, on the direction of H with respect to the anti-dots. Apparently the anisotropic anti-dot pattern makes one of the in-plane directions in (Ga,Mn)As easier for high-field-induced magnetization than the other (the analogous effect was observed in other layers under study). Interestingly, out of four studied configurations of the external field and anti-dots, the one at which the magnetization curve saturates the quickest is with H perpendicular to the rectangular trenches, as shown in Fig.  4(a) , although at first guess one could expect that shape anisotropy would prefer the direction along the anti-dots. Figure 5 presents M -vs-H data collected (from the initially magnetized state) for 12-nm-thick layer at 5 K instead of room temperature, but the high field features of studied samples rendered to be qualitatively the same in both situations. The differences, if any, should be ex- pected at much smaller fields, when the component of magnetization free energy related to the external field is no longer dominant with respect to its anisotropic counterparts. These conditions will be discussed below. Most importantly Fig. 5 presents a comparison between structured and unstructured samples and brings clear evidence for the effect of trenches on the "rate" of the magnetization process: for a given orientation of H, the change in orientation of the trenches may increase or decrease the slope of M -vs-H curve. Again the M -vs-H curve saturates the quickest for the external field applied perpendicular to the trenches (see panel (b) of Fig.5 ), but this time for different orientation of H with respect to crystallographic axes. Moreover, as shown in the panel (a) of Fig.5 , the orientation of the external magnetic field at right angle to the trenches may render moderate decrease in the slope of M -vs-H curve when compared with the unstructured sample. The explanation of such behavior requires detailed analysis of the spatial distribution of the internal magnetic field within a patterned samples, performed e.g. by means of micromagnetic simulations, which is beyond the scope of this report.
Finally, the hysteresis loops collected at 5 K for one of the layers under study are shown in Fig. 6 . The unstructured samples revealed clear uniaxial character of in-plane magnetic anisotropy, with the H||[110] hysteresis loop being much wider than the one recorded with the external magnetic field applied along [110] crystallographic direction of (Ga,Mn)As. The hysteresis loops of samples being the subject to FIB process -especially these presented in panel (b) of Fig. 6 -seem to be more ovoid than their counterparts in panel (a). One may suspect that ion bombardment in FIB apparatus produces in (Ga,Mn)As layers some structural damage, which may be reflected in the quality of features observed in magnetic measurements. On the other hand the general uniaxial pattern of in-plane magnetic anisotropy is preserved in structured samples and there is no significant effect of trenches on the width of hysteresis loops visible in panels (b) and (c) of Fig. 6 . While the latter observation is regrettable from the viewpoint of this report aiming on the engineering of magnetic anisotropy in (Ga,Mn)As, it is also an indication that FIB-induced damages in studied samples, although unavoidable, were limited.
IV. CONCLUSION
The fabrication, characterization, and magnetometric study of the epitaxial (Ga,Mn)As layers with multiple anti-dot features were reported. The obtained FIB-etched structures form the simplest magnonic structure made of ferromagnetic dilute semiconductor, and were designed in order to modify the in-plane uniaxial magnetic anisotropy observed natively in (Ga,Mn)As. SEM and AFM data revealed good quality of fabricated trenches, with their proper alignment with respect to the crystallographic axes of (Ga,Mn)As and only limited redeposition of the etched material. Subsequent SQUID magnetometry studies showed that anti-dot structure clearly affects the field-induced magnetization process in (Ga,Mn)As, what was manifested by the change in slope of M -vs-H curves collected at high external fields. At the lowest magnetic fields applied, no significant dependence of the width of the hysteresis loop on the anti-dot pattern was observed.
